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EPIC™ 24 & 36 Carts
Charge, store, secure and
transport up to 24 or 36 of almost
any device at an affordable price.

EPIC 24 Specs: 25.7 in (L) x 24.1 in (W) x 33.3 in (H) | 77 lbs
EPIC 36 Specs: 25.7 in (L) x 24.1 in. (W) x 44.3 in (H) | 96 lbs
(Dimensions are with handles and castors installed. Handles and castors to be installed by customer.)

LocknCharge makes life easier.
Lightweight, Space-Saving and Secure
Design. High-quality casters and a
lightweight frame make this Cart easy to
maneuver. The small footprint is perfect
for space-strapped rooms, and keyed
padlocks ensure security of devices.

ECO Smart Charge™. Intelligent charging
automatically senses current draw and
delivers power to each of the four power
banks, ensuring circuit breakers aren’t
tripped while allowing the maximum
number of devices to charge at one time.

Future Proof. Removable plastic dividers
allow for an open-concept Cart that
adapts to future needs as technology
changes or new technology is added.
Plan ahead today, and save money for
tomorrow.

Easy-to-Access Side Panels. Frontloading shelves make it easy for kids of
all ages and adults of all heights to reach
devices. A secure, back-access panel
with a separate lock and keys for cables
makes it simple to locate and swap out
cords as needed.

A Smart Use of Space
Small Footprint, Big Power. Tight
on room? You no longer have to give
up valuable space to accommodate a
greater number of devices. EPIC Carts
pack as much charging power and
capacity as a traditional Charging Cart, yet
only take up a fraction of the footprint.

Typical 30-40 Capacity
Charging Cart Footprint

EPIC 24 or 36
Cart Footprint

Perfect for Several Device
Environments. These EPIC Carts are
perfect for environments where devices
need to be transported between rooms,
stay in one room or require charging
throughout the day.

Additional Key Benefits
Magical Unicorn Lifetime Warranty. The EPIC
Cart is backed by our lifetime warranty on the
main frame, electrical and all other components.*
It’s a one-of-a-kind guarantee that’s as unique as a
magical unicorn.

World-Class Customer Support. Our helpful
and friendly Customer Support team will
promptly assist with any product issues or
questions that may arise.

Affordable for All Budgets. Enjoy great Cart features
LocknCharge is known for at an entry-level price.

Store Items on Top. In space-strapped areas, use the
top of this Cart to store pretty much anything.

Efficient Setup and Cable Management. Quickly set
up your Cart while keeping cables organized during use.

Tough as Nails. EPIC Carts are made with a
combination of screwed, riveted and welded steel
construction and are backed by our lifetime warranty.*

Compatible. From Chromebooks to laptops to tablets,
Cart dividers accommodate devices of various sizes up
to 14” screen size with or without a case. Max device
dimensions for dividers are 15.3” (L) x 1.18” (W) x 9.8” (H).1

www.lockncharge.com
Phone: (888) 943-6803
info@lockncharge.com
Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Chromebook is a trademark of Google Inc. *Please see www.lockncharge.com/warranty
for complete warranty details. 1 May not fit all devices. We do not recommend EPIC Carts for MacBook Devices. Please check the dimensions of the device. Some Power Adapters may not be compatible. Contact us for details and compatibility.

